
WRITE ARTICLE ABOUT SOMEONE SEEKING

jobs We are looking for someone who can write very well about Tech and Apps. The articles should include Industry
statistics, visuals, Voice of customers.

They also list a healthy dose of copywriting jobs. Morning Coffee Newsletter This weekly e-newsletter
provides a nice compendium of freelance writing and editing jobs of all shapes and sizes from around the Web
with competitive pay rates. English Composition Arizona State University via edX This introductory writing
course will help you develop and express ideas effectively for a variety of purposes, audiences and occasions.
Have a little patience, keep persevering, and you will find those clients who truly value you. Features may
publish material that is less time-sensitive, but only if it is a critical step in an as yet untold story detailing a
new idea. A list of the most recent articles can be found here. We strongly advise that you show an awareness
of the magazine, website and our readers. Pitching features First and foremost, a New Scientist feature is an
article that people will love to read. We suggest dozens of different ways to earn income online as a writer,
including information on how much each gig pays and tips for how to land those jobs. Make sure you not only
tell us what the story is, but also how you plan to tell that story in a compelling way. We cover fascinating bits
of pure science with no possible application as well as high-impact stories such as weapons technology and
the psychology of terrorism. Read the magazine Before sending in your idea, make sure it is the kind of story
we are after. Behance allows you to upload your past projects to quickly create a visually-pleasing online
portfolio, making it a great resource for writers without a website. Their rules typically require you to get paid
through their site â€” asking a client to pay you offsite via something such as PayPal will be against their
terms of service and could get you banned. Most of it should be obvious to experienced journalists, but these
guidelines should help ensure that pitches or articles provided by you, a freelancer, meet our editorial
standards. Who Pays Writers? More details here. If your writing is rusty, wait until you improve before
pitching these types of websites. Some writers have been able to make a decent buck on sites like Upwork ,
but they are often the exception rather than the rule and have usually invested huge amounts of time to make it
happen. Find exclusive stories New Scientist has a team of around 40 editorial staff. Wages usually start out
low, and writers have to work their way up to higher pay by proving they can produce the kind of articles
clients are happy with. Adjectives and adjective clauses are very common in English, so students need to be
able to understand them when they see them or hear them. Please read my disclosures for more details.
ProBlogger Job Board Created by Darren Rowse of ProBlogger, an authority site on blogging, you know jobs
listed here will be from serious employers who have an idea what good writing is really worth. But if you have
time to manage a profile on multiple freelancing sites â€” on more than one website that pays you to write â€”
then by all means cast a wider net for jobs and try some of these too. FlexJobs One of the top job boards for
remote work, FlexJobs enables you to create a custom job search profile to meet your specific needs. Natural
offshoot of investing The best Marketplace services are natural outputs of an author's own investing.
Advanced Writing University of California, Irvine via Coursera This course will teach you to plan and write a
more sophisticated argument essay, identify plagiarism and explain how to prevent it, read and analyze several
articles to form your own opinion on a topic, make connections between several articles, form thesis
statements from your readings, and use sources effectively when writing an essay. New users will get a
one-time free allotment of 20 Connects. Maintained by an anonymous volunteer collective, the list is updated
monthly. Guide for freelancers Guide for freelancers The majority of the news section of New Scientist
magazine is written by staffers but we are always on the lookout for exciting freelance pieces. Investing
communities Marketplace services have become individual communities centered on the lead author's work.
April Update: Upwork is rolling out a brand new system for their Connects â€” they are gradually rolling it
out to all user accounts, and expect to complete this by the end of June  While Upwork has been very good to
me, helping me to get my own freelance SEO writing biz off the ground back when I was first starting out, I
get asked a lot about what other options are out there. You can cherry pick only those clients who have a track
record of being fair to other freelancers, not to mention paying them on time. The bulk of the jobs we suggest
are ones you can do from home. The pub test is a good way to assess the interest in a story. Here are our picks.
It will cost you between 1 and 6 Connects per job application. This post contains affiliate links. University of
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California, Berkeley via edX An introduction to academic writing for English Language Learners, focusing on
essay development, grammatical correctness, and self-editing. I had zero paid writing experience and zero
credentials when I got started on their site, yet I was still able to land paying gigs as a total beginner, and
increase my rates fast. Our features are informative, thought-provoking and scrupulously researched, but must
also stand alone as entertaining pieces of journalism.


